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use of cookies on NPR websites. YOUR CHOICE Dense kelp forest off the southern tip of South Africa is home to an amazing diversity of marine animals including sharks, stingrays and, on a day of treatment, a popular octopus has just had an uncommon activity as the star of the new Netflix documentary , My Octopus Teacher. Den once located a few dozen feet off the coast of Cape Town on the
outskirts of Simon's Town. Octopuses have long since disappeared- octopuses rarely survive more than 18 months in the wild, but her partner and student, filmmaker Craig Foster, still visits her former home for daily dives as much about pilgrimage as science. When an animal has such an influence on you ... You can't help but love the environment that makes her, he says, looking down at her forest kelp
cove from the picture window of her cliff bungalow. It feels like going home. Foster's land house is filled with treasure brought back from his own hunting expeditions. Shells and sea glass invade flat surfaces. Stack of abalone shells the size of teeter dinner plates in one corner. The skin of a small shark wrapped around a column of ramwood. It's as if, piece by piece, he's trying to bring the ocean into his
living room. Since it premiered on the streaming platform in September, the documentary has become a viral hit. Although Netflix does not release viewer data, it says it has been a global success, in the top 10 most watched in Israel, South Africa and Australia. Amy Schumer has introduced it to her 10.2 million Instagram followers. With the same inner cadences of the film's voice-over, Foster muses that
for a growing time separate from nature, the film has triggered a basic human desire to reconnect with our roots. Right under the skin, we're still completely wild. And I think this touches on what it wants to glimpse that. How a filmmaker has become One of my Octopus Teacher students tells the story of foster's unusual connection to a wild octopus he encounters while scuba diving. For more than a year,
Foster followed her daily diving as she hunted and evaded her predators with a bizarre ingenuity that called into question humans superior intelligence. But Foster is not an integral observor. He also documented his own efforts to understand his world and how that task led to emotional and intellectual development. She taught me humility, he said, while grazing on a post-dive snack of wholegrain toast with
butter. She taught me compassion. She opened my mind to just how complex and precious wild creatures are. Hosted for his groundbreaking 2000 film, The Great Dance, about the San bush hunters of the Kalahari Desert, Foster found himself in 2011 burned and wrecked by the stress of trying to survive as a nature documentary filmmaker. He felt like he had lost his connection to the world around him,
he said, and even with his own family. He recalled the deep immersion of san hunters in the wild and realized that was what was missing in his life. I desperately wanted that feeling, he said. If I can spend every day in a wild environment, how can I recognize it? Can I learn to read songs like hunters in the Kalahari? Can I predict animal behavior? Instead of going to the desert, he turned to the sea at his
front door, and vowed to freely dive every day for ten years. Boasting cold waters and epic storms, Foster has rigidly kept that commitment. The experience has been transformed, he said. The cold calms you down. It fills your brain with chemicals that feel good. And then you are in this golden forest, this liquid environment without any gravity. And that becomes your underwater home, especially if you visit
it every day. Just a few years later, the strange behavior of a small speckled octopus caused his curiosity, and kept his attention throughout her short life. By studying her actions and observing her learning, playing and recovering from trauma, he applied lessons to his own life – even knitting together a fractured relationship with his son. While Foster recorded each dive with a video camera, he didn't set out
with a plan to make a movie. His goal was to better understand the complex ecosystem at his front door, and in doing so, draw attention to what he called the Great African Sea Forest, a 1200 km long golden sea bamboo, or kelp, along the southwest coast of Africa. As one of only eight kelp forests in the world, it is important for ocean biodiversity but little known outside conservation world. To protect the
area, Foster co-founded the SeaChange Project in 2012. The idea is to get this amazing African sea forest, home to the octopus teacher, recognized as a global icon, like the Serengeti or the Great Barrier Reef. He hopes that the success of My Octopus Teacher, supported by will effectively brand sea forests in common sense. You have to name a place for people to care about and protect it, he said.
Close to nature His snack was complete, Foster stood up to give a tour of his collection. Old library card was used again as a specimen case, each drawer containing the shell found in the abandoned burrow of a single octopus. Some octopuses are hedgehog experts, others hunt giant turbo snails. When Foster pointed out a small hole in the abalone shell showing where an octopus had drilled down to get
the creature inside, his quiet sanctuary disappeared. Each item has a story, and he begins to stumble across his words in an attempt to tell them all. This is a helmet shell snail, he said, picking up a cream orange spiral. He spent two years on dedicated track to figure out how it killed sea ures, something he said even scientists didn't know. People don't need an exotic location (or an octopus) to reconnect
with nature, Foster said. While he was lucky to have the ocean at his doorstep, wildlife teachers could be found anywhere, even in the middle of a city. If you suddenly take a tree in New York and figure out how that plant changes in 365 days and what animals interact with it, what insects live in it, how that tree survives, I think that can have a pretty big impact on your life. For Foster, it's the insight that
provides real transformation. Just a few months shy of completing his ten-year vows, Foster says he can't imagine ever abandoning his daily dive. He wasn't even tempted to dive anywhere else. The great thing is that when you learn about kelp forests like me, it's the most fun place to dive on earth because you're about to solve ten amazing mysteries. You know that crab. You know that octopus, and you
just can't wait to know them better. So I'd rather be here than in some weird place. And discoveries keep coming. Just this morning he found an unusual sea star, one that was blue when it should have been orange. Is it an aber2th? A mutation? Or a whole new species? He doesn't know, but he can't wait to get back into the water to learn more. As with the octopus that changed his life, it always begins
with these little mysteries... All the mysteries that you're trying to find out. With any luck, that sea star can become his next mentor. To keep you secure, we've sent confirmation emails to the address you entered. Click the link to confirm your subscription and start receiving our newsletter. If you don't receive confirmation within 10 minutes, please check your spam folder. Contact us letters@time.com. Carly
Mallenbaum | USA TODAY 6 new and returning shows to watch this fall6 new and returning TV shows this fall include Fargo on FX and Ratched on Netflix.The title My Octopus Teacher doesn't exactly scream tearjerker moves. However, at the end of this new Netflix documentary about Craig Foster and his connection to an eight-legged sea creature, I was a sniffling mess. A lot of famous fans have
supported the sweet story on social media: I really recommend watching this movie, Amy Schumer wrote on Instagram. I'm not kidding. Brittany snow chimed in on day one post that she never cried more, and Justin Theroux added, Consensus. Gave me in tears. Bye ink. When I first put on the material and witnessed the images of a beautiful kelp forest and the soothing sound of Foster's calm voice atop
an orchestral score, however, I was lulled to sleep. The film is very relaxing. But after an interesting power nap, I got into the story of a man who had returned to the same underwater position for more than 300 days in a row to check with a great octopus. And then I need to wipe my eyes. My Octopus Teacher is a nature movie, a love story and an emotional trip that any animal lover should go on and cry (or
at least take a nap next door). Here are five times it might be wise to take nearby tissues while watching movies.** Spoiler alert! We are discussing the content of the documentary below. Check back later if you haven't seen it yet and don't want to know. **First Human/Octopus Hug The film tells the story of Foster, a diver and video recorder who resists career exhaustion by making a topless water trip daily
to visit an octopus on the cold South African coast. He thinks his mission can be a mistake when after about six weeks of staying at sea he loses track of the colorful creature who flirts with him in ingenious ways to protect himself from predators and occult methods to change color and adapt her swimming style to her surroundings. Foster worries that he's scared of him going with his camera lens. But after
a week had passed and Foster learned to read the octopus song, he found his muse and an emotional reunion took place. The octopus crawled in Foster's hand and nestled in his chest It completely blew his mind, Foster recalled as I tore it apart. The line between her and me seemed to vanish. 'The Devil All the Time': You can't pray away Harry Melling's terrifying spider sermon 'Cuties': This is why the
controversial Netflix movie became a warrior in America's culture warsWhen the octopus lost an armWhen four months into Foster's daily octopus encounter routine, he witnessed something terrible: A shark biting his arm. I had not been someone who had too much affection for animals before, says Foster, devastatingly recalling how weak the creature had become at the time. He is clearly distraught and
the octopus (a woman he never named) is bleeding. I'm distraught, too. Arms begin to grow backwardsIf you know a few things about octopuses, you can be aware of the fact that they regrow the severed arm. Foster's friend actually recovered with a new genus. In Foster's words, it's a perfect miniature arm. This moment shows Foster's pride alongside her child's confidence and cuteness the boil appears
as an unbelievable touch. It was one of those tears to watch. the octopus shows his playful side, and then... As a student of octopuses, Foster learned everything she could about her. One discovery really astounded him: She appeared to play. There is a scene where the octopus swipes on a group and seem to enjoy themselves as they swim in different directions. This behavior does not feel predatory,
Foster noted. After the octopus seems fed up with her playing things, she comes across Foster and lies on her chest again. And that's when our story teller delivers a blow that we've seen coming. That was the last time we were physically exposed, he said. This is a good time to pause and collect yourself. The diver's son finds a small octopusFoster discovers that the octopus has mated, but this is not
entirely good news. It is a sign that the end is near: Octopuses are semelparous animals, which means that females die after they give birth. Foster watched her waste go as her eggs hatched. Foster, who told her entire story in voiceover after the octopus had passed, visited the octopus cave again and again after their last nuzzle, because I missed her. But sad tears were replaced by happier people when
dedicated divers revealed that his son, also a strong swimmer, had found a small octopus. I imagine it could be one of her children, Foster's.Foster's child is capable of connecting with the octopus in an almost impossible underwater encounter? That's a lot to handle. It's okay, it's okay to bloom. Fall streaming preview: 10 must-see new movies to watch while stuck at home, from 'Mulan' to
'Rebecca'Spoilers! Why Netflix's 'I'm Thinking of Ending Things' changed to a 'very violent' ending
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